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Marmot fighting a wild dog in northern Tibet (Source: China Tibet

Online/ Xinhua)

I’ve been a little obsessed with thinking about dogs and

the plague lately. Dogs are often overlooked in historic

plague discussions because they usually survive plague

and dog-specific fleas are not associated with

transmitting plague. Yet, dogs can host many of the

fleas common among rodents and others that do

transmit the plague including the cat flea

(Ctenocephalidis felis) and the human flea (Pulex irritans)

(Gage, Montenieri, & Thomas 1994). In a case controlled

study of nine US cases of bubonic and septicemic

plague in 2006, having dogs in the home and

particularly sleeping with a dog was a significant risk

factor, probably by flea transfer (Gould et al, 2008).

 There is also a growing awareness that dogs can also

transmit pneumonic plague directly to humans. Like

other aspects of plague biology, there is a lot going on

under a veneer of normalcy.

Dogs do readily contract the plague; it’s just not

apparent to casual observation. In the American state of

New Mexico, 62 domestic dogs were diagnosed with

plague just between the years 2003 and 2011 — 97%

survived (Nichols et al, 2014).  The dogs were diagnosed

by an increase of Yersinia pestis F1 antibody greater than

four times greater than the recovered level, by isolation

of Yersinia pestis from a body fluid or by direct

flourescent antibody assay of a tissue specimen. All of

them had some physical sign of infection with fever and

lethargy being found in 100% of cases, but buboes or

lymphadenopathy (enlarged lymph nodes) were found

in only 23% and these were all in the jaw and neck

region. The mean time for recovery was two days,

although all but one did receive at least one dose of
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antibiotics. Potential sources of plague exposure are

from prairie dogs, ground squirrels, chipmunks, and

rabbits. Only three of the dogs had any fleas at all, but

as these dogs were pets, most had received anti-flea

treatment.

Monitoring plague in working dogs and other

carnivores is the most efficient method of doing plague

surveillance in the vast semi-arid grasslands that

harbor some of the most enduring plague reservoirs.

Dogs are especially useful because their immunity only

lasts about six months, so a detectable level (titre) of

plague antibody indicates recent contact with an

infected animal. Gage, Montenieri, and Thomas

(1994:6) estimated that  “sampling even a few rodent

consuming carnivores, such as coyotes, can be roughly

equivalent to sampling hundreds of rodents for

evidence of plague infection”. The earliest serologic

survey that I have found was done in Navajo lands in

1966-1968. In this same survey  in 1968, “the plague

organism was isolated from a pool of fleas (Pulex irritans)

taken from the household dogs of a person with plague”

(Archibald & Kunitz 1971). Carnivores are now

routinely monitored in the US.  Surveying herding dogs

in Iran was able to show that the long unmonitored

plague foci is still active (Esamaeili et al., 2013). Recent

Chinese F1 antibody surveys in the Gansu province are

more ominous: in 2012 4.55% of dogs were positive, but

it had jumped to 10% of dogs by 2014 (Ge et al, 2014).

Another  2014 survey of multiple Yersinia species in

dogs found 25% of dogs in Gansu province and 18% of

dogs in Qinghai province to be positive for Yersinia pestis

F1 antibody, while no plague-free provinces had a single

dog that had a positive antibody titre (Wang et al, 2014).
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Consumption is the likely primary route of infection for

dogs.  The 62 dogs from New Mexico are believed to

have been primarily infected by consumption of a plague

infected rodent or rabbit (Nichols et al, 2014). In a 2014

case study from China, an infected marmot was taken

from a dog, butchered and divided among five dogs. All

five dogs developed positive antibody titers for  plague

and the shepherd who took the marmot from the dog

developed pneumonic plague (but not his brother who

butchered the marmot). Aerosol transmission was

supported by  the isolation of Y. pestis from sputum and

throat samples (Ge et al, 2014). One dog not fed the

marmot was negative for the F1 antigen. Three of the

151 human contacts given prophylactic antibiotics

developed an antibody titre but did not manifest

disease. According to Chinese policy, the five positive

dogs were euthanized and the local marmots were

depopulated (Ge et al., 2014).

Dogs can transmit plague to humans through fleas that

feed on the dog, fleas carried by the dog from the rodent

source of the infection,  through bites or scratches, or

by aerosols from dogs that develop a systemic infection.

While dogs are usually thought of transmitting infected

fleas to people, the  number of pneumonic cases linked

to dogs is increasing. The first confirmed transmission

of pneumonic plague from a dog to a person occurred in

China in 2009 (Wang et al, 2015). The index case in

turn transmitted pneumonic plague to eleven people.

Three of these twelve cases died with the other nine

cases confirmed by Y. pestis F1 antibody titres. All of the

Y. pestis isolates were later typed to “biovar antiqua” —

a reminder that older strains are still very virulent

(Wang et al, 2009). In June 2104, in Colorado, a dog

transmitted pneumonic plague to three caregivers, one



of whom transmitted it to another person. All of four of

these cases survived and 88 additional people were

given prophylactic antibiotics (Runfola et al, 2015).

Three of China’s 2014 plague cases in Gansu province

within the Qinghai-Tibet plague focus area  were

pneumonic plague in herders.  All three arrived at the

medical center too late for effective antibiotic

treatment and died (Li et al, 2016). Chinese authorities

believe that two of these men may have contracted

plague from infected dogs and the third directly from a

marmot (Lie et al, 2016).

Dog transmitted plague seems to usually result in

family or small settlement size outbreaks. I do

wonder about the potential role of dogs in the Bronze

Age cases of plague (Rasmussen et al, 2015). Dogs

contracting plague by consumption of infected rodents

and passing it on to human contacts seems possible

with the tools of the Bronze Age strains. It might also be

worth investigating the potential role of dogs in the

beginning of the Great Manchurian Plague of 1910-1911,

which focused on hunters who likely used dogs

extensively. Indeed hunters in this region would feed

sick marmots to their dogs believing that they could not

contract the disease. Outbreaks of 100% lethal plague

were not unknown among hunting families in

Manchuria (Summers 2012: 122-124). Such a high

mortality rate would suggest pneumonic plague.
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